
Martin W. Myers
2146 Central Park Avenue

Evanstorq Illinois 60201-L864 U.S.A.
D.ecernber 16, 1993

Dear Reader of The URANTIA Book:

I have been asked by some of the readers in the United States and from abroad to give my
reaction to International URANTIA Association (fUA), described by the present Trustees as "an

arm'of IIRANTIA Foundation "

After reviewing the Trustees' announcement brochure International UMNTIA Association-
Clnrter and Bylnws, and being unaware of any other commentary on this matter, I believe certain
remarks and observations about IUA would be of help to readers. In so proceeding, it is with the
understanding that a fuller, broader discussion of this subject will be beneficial to all concerned,
consistent with the Trustees' invitation for pubiic comment about their new membership
organization.

As a long-time reader of The URANTA Book, and as a member of the Board of Trustees
of URANTIA Foundation for over two decades, its Executive Director for three years, anC as a
participant in, and member of, the governing bodies of the former URANTIA Brotherhood for
more than ftfteen y€8, I believe that I have a valuable perspective regarding the affairs of
URANTIA organizations. Moreover, this experience was especially enriched by my having lived
and worked on Foundation and Brotherhood matters at 533 Diversey Parlovay with Miss E. L.
Christensen, a founding Trustee and a President and distinguished leader of the former URANTIA
Brotherhood, from my arrival in Chicago in 1968 until her death in 1982. Nevertheless, while I
hope that this experience will provide added significance to this commentary, I write to you as a
fellow reader with the idea that the following remarks will - must -- stand on their own merit.

The Scope of this Commentary

The observations hereinbelow are not meant to be either a systematic or an exhaustive
analysis, but they are meant to highlight certain fundamental, serious shortcomings of IUA. This
paPer comments on some basic considerations about The URANTIA Book and URANTIA
organizations, certain relevant history, IUA's origins, its current questionable priorities,
organization, and function, and its administration by the present Trustees. Further, even though
I wish frankly to comment on the foregoing points, I also wish to propose solid suggestions for
preserving, strengthening, and invigorating IUA.

Basic Considerations about The URANTIA Book and organizarton

One must always remember the epochal purposes of The UMNTIA Book whenever
discussing organizational matters associated with its presentation and the .lissemination of its
teachings. In so doing we can recall William S. Sadler Jr.'s emphasis on the book being a means
to an end where God is the only true end. The purpose of organization -- at least a URANTIA
organization -- should be to bring God to man and man to God, and this should be -- must be --
the ultimate purpose of a URANTIA organization.
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It is instructive to note the following:

Jesus in his time' and Gautama Buddha before him, taught a moral raw which wasaddressed to those who would 
:"""i:. i,. nr;;';.*^ not many. Buddhism and christianitybecame world religions centuries after the dJarh of their r"ina"ol'*d only when therehad been added to the central^message u g.""t organized method of teaching iL(Emphasis suppried.) page 46, A preface'to uirob by walter Lippman, 1930.

As we know' the purpose of uRANTIA membership organizations is not to begin a newreligion in the traditional, institutional.::4;;^#: n:. *: they to become some kind of ateligious cult' But unawrra "tg"ni-,i"ns are indeed io function ", "iu""tionar organizations--and something m?re.' First, the| a:g:^:til:;r:* th" ".tubri.hm.nilf thousands of studygroups wherein each individual may better come to know the teachings and to share their ownunique and independenr spirituar "*p"ri"n"". "nd;r;;;. Th"n, *".-"d:;;"n *a as these srudygroups desire to associate with other:i*l":tt rolii",.r"ry-p"ry..* groups, they w1l be abre to doso by affiliating with a licensed URANTIA ro.i"tf-*r'ich wil tr,* zui"iron ", a coordinator oftheir joint activities' It is partly through su"h mutuatty u"n.R"11l.g.yp" that multiple foci oftruth-led men and women shall iorm 
€t*:i;r ii" .rJ"""mal, [ving brotherhood of mankind.In the meantime' a learning mechanism will come io?o "*irt"o.. it i"r, can function downthrough the years as a transmitter of values ana wisoom. It will ;il; able to function asa potent force for progressive change uy uniting 1o..r-itt"a .tud";;-;; lh" t"""hin gs of TheURANTIA Book together in their corimon cause within a democratic frarnework

During these still early years in the presentation of the teachings of rhe uRANTIABook to the planet' it is cruci"t tt ut. y.. -"9t tose sight of the need tJ have learrring andsocialization functions within a spiritu_auy-pr.p"r?a ,oorair*i* 
-r*r*r, 

free from
I##13'jffi,T$.:?,:T:1, as guaranteed b;^p.;p". consitutionatization and a rair and.

Placing Matters in perspective

In making an assessment of the fotmal proposal disseminat"d by the present Trustees intheir pamphlet entitled Internatioitinaxna\ririiitin - charte, ora Byhws,it is importantthat one not forset either the histof or p* "p*;l;;j"t.* ". ii"-rt#iroory of this latesrone' The URANTIA Book, nor shouid o* ignol ti* i*frrt to the-future provided by the bookAny assessment must be made in tr," conteit ol q* "*frri"n"" and curreni knowredge, not onlyevolutionary, but arso revelatory; it cannot, and ihould not, be made in a vacuum.

with respect to the previous epochal revelations, we have seen the crisastrous results ofconscious or willful disregaid of, and un"ons"ious or well-meunt bui ""*ir"l."iation frorn, theestablished plan' License and impatience have caused tn" *ora untold "oniurion and suffering.
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In order to forestall the effects of such problems with respectto The IIRANTIA BooE the
early leaders decided upon a two-fold strategy. First, they were to create URANTIA Foundation,
a trust whose administrators were to be subject to stringent requirements of duty and loyalty to the
purposes of the trust. The Foundation was to protect the book's integrity and to hold the
trademarks and service marks to be associated with the unique activities of the organizations
officially connected with the booh that is, those organizations which the Foundation would
recognize as operating consistent with the Foundation's instructions and mandates, and goals and
purposes. The Foundation would defend the book and speak for it authoritatively where necessary.
Subsequent to the formation of the Foundation, a URANTIA membership organization was to be
constituted which would serve as a coordinator of rcaders' activities, and which would protect the
majority from the manipulation and control of a minority. All would be able to study the book
having their own beliefs and be free from undue intrusion into their own life, especially their
personal relation with the heavenly Father. As was discr:ssed at length in Unity, rtot lJrtifonnity,l
I can again say that great thought and care was given to establishing two separate URANTIA
organizations, URANTIA Foundation and URANTIA Brotherhood, independent of, but related to
and licensed by URANTIA Foundation. A major rcason for doing this was to mitigate the tension
inherent in a purposefully autocratic, closed membership organization creating and administering
an inherently democratic, open membership organization.

The Control Mentality

Proving the predictions of the early leaders, we have, especially in the last ten years, seen
the attempts of groups and individuals to gain undisciplined control over the booh in direct
opposition to the mandates and instructions given to the Trustees, and in derogation of the
requiremens of the Declaration of Trust creating URANHA Foundation.

About a decade ago, Vern Grimsley, then headquartered in Clayton, California, attempted
to consolidate his leadership over the book and its formal organizations by exercising undue
influence over the Trustees of URANTIA Foundation and the leadership of the former URANTIA
Brotherhood, even working to install his supporters in pcitions of trust in the governing bodies
of the former Brotherhood. Any number of artifices were employed to exploit readers, many of
whom were sincere. The most pervasive control method used was the conscious manipulation
of information. Further, Mr. Grimsley claimed to be getting divine instruction, hearing voices.
Many innocent and trusting readers of The UMNTU Book&heved him and were thus mislead,
some suffering psychological and financial misfortune as a result. tvlany in the leadership of the
former Brotherhood succumbed, as did one Trustee. But the four other Trustees held firm and
took strong action to protect the Foundation's reputation and to limit as best possible the confusion
and damage resulting from Mr. Grimsley's and his Family of God's reach for power.

' ' Uniry,'not Urilfonrriry was
in written form. It discusses a
URANTIA oreanizations.

first presented as a talk in 1973, and since has been published
number of matters related to The UMNTIA Book, including
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As you mhy be aware, the story of this bizame but very reai happening is recounted in the
Vem Grinsley Message Evaluation prepared by Hoite C. Caston, edited with the help of K.
fuchard Keeler, and published June i7, 1984.

Despite half-hearted efforts of the leadership of the former Brotherhood, the mentality
associated with cult-like behavior was never rooted out, and by 1989 it appeared again with the
leadership of the former Brotherhood attempting to neutralize the Foundation and to usurp the
Foundation's prerogatives regarding The URANTIA Book The battle cry of this group was, like
that of Vern Grimsley, self-assertion. Once again, the then Trustees, only Hoite C. Caston and
myself, acted resolutely, replacing tlree resigned Trustees with new ones, K. Richard Keeler, Neal
A. Waldrop, an6 Patricia Sadler Mundelius. As with the Grimsley episode, this one concerning
the degradation of the former Brotherhood is reported and discussed in its own document, this one
dated April i990 and entitled Special Report to the Readers of The URANTIA Bookz

One would have hoped that the Grimsley and Brotherhood phenomena -- not to mention
the very teachings of the book itself -- would have provided substantial and reliable instruction to
the cument Trustees of URANTIA Foundation, assuring that the book and all surrounding it would
properly be administered, that the confusion of tiberty with license, and duty with personal desire
had been forever dispelled, and that one could reasonably expect that a new membership
organization sponsored by the Trustees of URANTIA Foundation would be consistent with the
mandates and instructions governing the Trustees, and with the frducia-ry responsibilities imposed
upon the Trustees by the Declaration of Trust Creating URANTIA Foundation But such is not
the case.

Unfortunately, it has become increasingly apparent to me over the past several years that
the present Trustees have acted more and more as did the leadership of the former Brotherhood:
dubious plars and the desire for quick results have supplanted the guidance of The URANTIA"Book
and the Foundation's mandates and instnrctions relating to the Foundation's purposes and
operation.

Moreover, it is disturbing to note that Philip Rolnick was substantially involved with Mr.
Grimsley and/or the Family of God (FOG) over an extended pedod of time. It is especially
disconcerting to rccord that Mr. Keeler told me when I was in his offrce at URANTIA Foundation
in August 1992, that, yes, he was in touch with Mr. Grimsley, that he stili listened to Mr.
Grimsley's tapes, and that I was wrong for not having stayed in touch with IvIr. Grimsley - a
stunning comment since Mr. Grimsley and FOG had been repudiated by URANTIA Foundation.

t The Vern Grinsley Message Evaluation and the April 1990 Special Report to the Rea.ders
of The UMNTIA Bookare available -- or at least they have been available in the past -- from
URANTIA Foundation, 533 Diversey Parkway, Chicago, Iliinois 60614. These two documents
give an indispensable perspective as to the true nature of the current Trustees' activities
concernins Intenwtional U RANTIA Associatiort.
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Because of this, as I watch the unveiling of a new international URANTIA membership
organization, I see not the azure blue Conceniric-Circles-SyrnLl, but the .h"d"* ;; &;;"
hanging over URANTIA Foundation and International URANTIA Association.

An Initial Assessment of Internationar UMNTIA Association

while the IUA proposal has a number of interesting ideas, we are not given anybackground information to enable us to evaluate the workabiliiy or effectiveness -- indeed the
fairness -- of the concept. So far as we know, this is a de novo effort, and consequently allparticipants are taking part in an experiment without any apparent evolutionary guide -- that is, alike. gr {mila1 organization -- as to how it will work. 

'The-Trustees 
explicirly recognize this inArticle Vtr of the so-called Charter.

of course, there is nothing inherently wrong with participating in this sort of an experiment
so long as members join with their eyes open, kno*ing noi only the positives, but also thenegatives, especially since the Trustees recognize in Aticle vir tnai IUA is ., "rotrir,gorganization. Thus, the questions: How was the concept achieved? Who or what provided majoiinput and/or insights into the form and content of th" Interrntionat TMNTIA Association -
C-haner and Bylaw-s? what other organizatignal structures were considered? why is fUA betterthan the former Brotherhood? How does IUA solve the problerns which led to the downfall
of the former Brotherhood? Does IUA present new daniers?

.In appraiti"g.YAit is important to teahze that the current Trustees have made a basic
:hi-ft in proposing their kind of membership organiiation. The former Brotherhood was anindependent organization, cooperative with "nd itr lipp"n of URANTIA Foundation. Its governing
doc-uments provided a democratic base and it 

^had 
a definite reader-service orientalion.

Unfortunately, the former Brotherhood fell victim to the control of a small group. But IUA'sdesign directly provides for exploitation and control since IUA is to serve a srnall group, theTrustees, and not the readership. This becomes all the more evident when one examines just whatIUA is.

The Lack of Associations' constitutional safeguards

le the pamphlet entitled International UMNTIA Association - Charter and Bylawsdiscusses the general requirements of the constitutional documents governing Associations, it doesnot provide enough specifics to ensure that Associations will be pr6perly cJnstitutionalized. Thisis a missing critical element that must be addressed and should have been addressed from thebeginning.

Where are the assurances in IUA as to the safeguards and guarantees which are inhererit inbona Jide constitutionalized democratic governient?
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IUA to Serve the Trustees First and the Reader Second

The current Trustees' true attitude regarding the purposes of IUA is found at the top of
page 12 of the announcement brochure:

The common weliare of IUA should be the fint pnortty of its members, with the
individual rights oJ members held as a close second priority.

But isn't this what Caiaphas repeatedly said about Jesus?

"It is better that one man die, than that the community perish.,, page Lg47

The page 12 statement confirms the real intent of the current Trustees in creating IUA as
they have. They want an organization the first purpose of which is to serve the Trustee{ not the
legitimate interests of the readers. And this explains why they have only given partial and
incomplete consideration to constitutional matters including the stated rcmoval irocedures.Fairness and due process are the basic guarantees of the intetrity of any organization. Without
them, any organization is defenseless against misuse and abuse.- No organiltion pretenai"! ro
serve its members - especially a URANTIA organization * has the luxgrfo, let aloni the righi, to
countenance even the possibility of those kinds of harmful actions.

Jesus said:

Justice makes a nation great, and the greater a nation the more solicitous will it be to see
that injustice shall not befall even its most humble citizen. Woe upon any nation when
only those who -possess money and influence can secure ready justice before its courtst
It is the sacred duty.of a^magistrate to.acquit the innocent * *"[ as to punish the g;Iry.
Upon the impartiality, fairness, and integrity of its courts the endurance of a iation
depends- Civil go,vernment is founded on justice, even as true religion is found"d on
mercy." Page 1462

And so it is with arly URANTIA organization, its government must be founded on justice
for its endurance depends upon impartiality, fairness, and integrity.

One reader commented to me, It seems that when the present Trustees describe IUA as an
arm of the Foundation, they really mean an arm-y of the Trustees.

The current Trustees have set about to accomplish the very thing the Foundation was
formed to prevent: the abuse of power to further u g.oup'" p"oon"i ana poftical agendo" in the
name of spiritual service. such a pervemion of purpose is a betrayal of irust.
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The Coordinating Comnittee

One's concerns about the purposes of IUA are confirmed when considering the need and
function of a group within IUA which the current Trustees have designated the Coordinating
Committee. Th"y describe it in this way:

"The interface between IUA and the [sic] URANTIA Foundation is the work of a group
called the Coordinating Committee."

Obviously, it is something more than just a temporary help group; it has an institutionalized,
continuing function. Apart from the Trustees, the Coordinating Comrnittee comprises the sum and
substance of IUA. The Coordinating Committee, however, has no real power since it must always
refer and defer to the Trustees - even when purpoftedly functioning as a judicial body. 3

Further, one of the major ptoblems with the former Brotherhood as an independent
organization was that there was no formal, built-in structural means of communication between
the Trustees and the leadership of the former Brotherhood. Over the years, the readers have
clearly shown that they want contacl direct and meaningful contact, with the Tnrstees. That the
present Trustees now act to defeat just that through the otherwise nbedless mechanism of the
Coordinating Committee renders the present organization and priorities of IUA all the more
objectionable. The imposition of a buffer group between the autocratic Foundation and the
democratic readership groups is a barrier to, rather than a facilitator of, efficient and meaningful
communication between the current Trustees and the readers.

Moreover, similar to the Area Coordinators of the former Brotherhood, we leam that the
Coordinating Committee is not elected by the readership but is appointed by, and is responsible
to, the Trustees, who use unexplained criteria in making appointments to the committee. We are
also told "One of the Coordinating Committee's primary tasks is facilitating the formation and
chartering of Associations," and that as Associations are formed the Coordinating Committee is
to fade from the liaison work in thce local areas. But as we read further we see that the
Coordinating Committee continues to function as a liaison between Associations, including hearing
requests from Associations to have international meetings, to split into smaller Associations, or to
serve as a judicial body to resolve "unrqsolved issues affecting Associations" -- whatever that

3 Since the Coordinating Committee is not an independent group as its members srve at the
pleasure of the Trustees, it has no real decision making power. Nevertheless, it is the members
of the Coordinating Committee, not the Trustees, who, irr enforcingthe Trustees' decisions, will
absorb the brunt of the criticism iLnd disapproval generally associated with controversial matters,
such as deciding who may or may not be a member of a new Association, or more important,
deciding "unresolved issues affecting Associations."
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means. We do not know what policies or rules or regulations guide and/or bind its deliberations,
especially what procedures are to guide it when it purports to function as a judicial body. Also,
not only do we not know how its composition might change -- it could be three or three hundred
members, but also, we do not know what further functions it may have.

To dismiss such important considerations possibly characterizing them as "...distracting

concerns about the mechanical structure of the organization itself...." (see Article V[) is merely
to avoid responsible attention to a critical element of the proposed IUA.

Summary

There are serious, fundamental deficiencies in the proposed so-called International
URANTIA Association. ruA is the same old control mentality so evident this last decade, but
now aPPearing in more respectable clothes. There is signihcant reason to doubt that IUA will
serve the reader, and to believe that it will do just the opposite. The Trustees state that the
common welfare of IUA (read "Trustees") should be the frst priority of its members. In trying
to give their control the gloss of legitimacy while insulating themselves from open communication
and accountability, the present Trustees would act through a group called the Coordinating (read"buffer") Committee which, even with presumed good motives, questionably functions in the
context of a democratic organization. In assessing the meaning of this, one must conclude that
IUA truly is more "an arm of URANTIA Foundation" than it is a mechanism for the coordination
of readers' activities. In that respect, the present Tmstees of URANTIA Foundation are in direct
violation of their mandates and instructions.

Transformation: Strengthening and Invigorating IUA

The implementation of the following improvements will materially assist in strengthening
and invigorating IUA.

1. Immediately provide for a proper Association constitution which recognizes the
importance of the individual and which secures to all members the full measure of protections
associated with bona fide constitutional government so that they may indeed rest secure in the
knowledge that their URANTIA organization gives them the fullest opportunity for self-realization
-- even planetary service -- free from manipulation and control and with a full opportunity for
discussion and sharing for personal growth.

2. Irnmediately modify IUA to provide that its principal purpose is to serve the coordinative
requirements of the readers -- not the other way around. In this way IUA will more closely
a'pproach becoming, in fact, a true.service organization, and even something more. But mct
important, IUA will then be focused in accord with the original man-dates and instructions to the
Trustees. It will then, as Bill Sadler encouraged, become a means to a worthy end and largely
escape becoming a mere support organization of the Trustees -- an end in itself, a cult.
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3' Restructure IUA to provide for a permanent council consisting of the presidents andvice-presidents of the local or national Associations and the Trustees funltioning as individualcouncil members' This council would enable the flow of infonnation among all concerned andwould facilitate mutually beneficial cooperation. Provide the Trustees, acting as Trustees, withveto power in select circumstances within certain defined areas, but otherwise provide for a fulland free democratic function.

4' Eliminate the conference committee, elevating the membership and educationcommittees to their proper respective priority.. elu"" "mpn*i" on educational and social purposesdesigned to enhance the best in human experience tn ouih sudy and fellowship -- the Fatherhoodof God and the brotherhood of man.

5' Associations should confirm their support for the Foundation's general programs and
"|ff*f.:t*,"Tt:1tt 

preservation of the t.*t' ""pvright and -u.t piolction, and obtaining

6' Eliminate the coordinating committee.a L-et the Trustees formally recognize andassume their obligations to IUe through the explicit ,."ogrririon of the need for their ongoing frankand open communication with the readersirip and lh"i*in""re and unreserved proactivecooperation with that readership.

7' Encourage members and participants to recognize their planetary responsibitities andopportunities for larger planetary ."a1" in helping i.op".ry to estabfish and to further th]purposes of the teachings of The 1RANTIA Book, ur i"ir as personally to thrill to and proht fromthose teachings' we are, after all, cosmic citizens, the sons and daugirters of the heavenly Fatherin an ever-expanding, ever-growing, well-nigh limitless universe wiiir boundless possibilities butwith a certain, inexorable purp;.

I would hope that all who are concerned with Internationar uRANTTA Association wouldjoin together not only to pteserve' but also to strength"n rnd invigorate IUd realizing what itportends for this benighted and confused planet, ttr" 
"mortrt 

natal spiere of Michael of Nebado',and how IIJA may significantly assist in ih" ,""rign^"nr1f this world and the fulfillment of itsPurposes in accord with the destiny-plans for iJrantia, plans which, when actualized, willreverberate far beyond this confused ilanet, beyond the borders of Nebadon, of orvonton __ evento the Ultimate.

o In making thi: recommendation' I intend no discourtesy to the present.members of thecoordinating committee, three of whom_I hoy personally. Individuals of this caliber -- as doall readers -- deserve an opportunity for URANTII org^nir"tio";i *;;";; i;;" consistent withthe Foundation's mandates and instructions. 
*r'rvv 4r rsa
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Conclusion - Beginning

The URANTIA Book and its teachings, including the teachings of Jesus, are meant for menand women from all nations and races wht would be-come so thdlled and moved by its call todestiny service that they would effect great personal changes within themselves, and as a result,go on to effect startling, progressive change the world over. IUA faits to capture this call todestiny' ruA does not inspire one to yo.[ for planetary progressl it requires unquestil;;
allegiance to the Trustees. As presently proposla, ruA ls sterile, dull, "ni d"ud.

But the b_k 
i:_l"t for glassy-eyed automatons, dutiful, unquestioning followers. Theteachings of The URANTIA Book are meant for vigorous and imaginative men and women crcative

in their expression of new but sound ways of living in the qu".i fo, a better life, a better *orld,and even a greater destiny as they follow the dernariding but satisfying lead of the lvlaster. Thesepeople, these progress pioneers deserye a democratic, clrdinative-mechanism which will not onlypermit them to unite and to cooperate in doing just thal but also which will empower them to doso, anfl they must not accept anything less -- nor should the Trustees of uRANTIA Foundatiorqwhoever they are.

If there is to be any "control mentality" operative among the members of IUd it must bethat of the mind of the lvlaster -- with all thatihat implies for one's spiritual freedom and personalprogress.

Sincerely,

Martin W. Myers
A Reader of The URANTIA Book

Trustees of URANTIA Foundation
Mr. John Ploetz, Chairman, Coordinating Committee
Mrs. Tonia Baney, Member, Coordinatin! Committee
Mrs. Cathy Jones, Member, Coordinating Committee
Mr. Eddie King, Member, Coordinating Committee


